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Student interview conducted by Mary Kate Brennan with renowned Appalachian poet Jim Wayne Miller. Brennan’s focus throughout the interview is on “the cultural sensitivity and awareness that permeates Miller’s poetry.” Miller also touches on what he considers to be the central themes of his work, the struggles and triumphs of communities within the Appalachian region, and pride in cultural heritage. The collection contains a detailed index, interview summary, transcription, index cards with questions, and a reel-to-reel audio tape of the interview.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Appalachia
Berea College – Relating to
Berry, Wendell, b. 1934 – Relating to
Brennan, Mary Kate (Interviewer)
Cultural identity
Folklife
Folklore
Frost, Robert, 1874-1963 – Relating to
German literature
Heritage
Intellectualism
Masters, Edgar Lee, 1868-1950 – Relating to
Miller, Jim Wayne, 1936-1996 (Informant)
Poetry
Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862 – Relating to
Western Kentucky University – Relating to
Wolfe, Thomas, 1900-1938 – Relating to
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